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There are a group of younger fans that only knew of Trickle
from the highlights on ESPN’s Sports Center when he was
racing in NASCAR. The ESPN deal was mainly a gimmick
on his name, but I never thought twice about his name.
Maybe we had something in common, as my name isn’t
exactly normal, and I’ve had people ask me several times in
my life if Dan Plan is my real name. It really is.
Everybody has their own Trickle stories, and many of them
include Dick showing up late at the track, rolling off the
hauler and setting fast time. I too remember several times
sitting in the turn 4 bleachers at Elko as a teenager, thinking
time trials were over, seeing that famous white hauler
coming down County Road 2, and proceeding to set fast
time.
In my years with this publication, I’ve been fortunate
enough to meet Dick in person several times. Last year, I

Dan Plan
I typically have the topic for my
column in each issue ready to go
well in advance of our publication
date, and have a general idea of how
things are going to be laid out for
the next issue. With the recent
passing of the legendary Dick
Trickle, these items have been put
on the back burner for another
issue.
I was lucky enough to grow up in an
era when the likes of Trickle raced
more days in a week than they
stayed home. It’s almost impossible
to imagine somebody racing that
much in this day and age. I was
even lucky enough to see him race
(and often win) in person at several
different race tracks. I’m also proud
to say, I was a card carrying member
of the Dick Trickle Fan Club when
he went Cup racing .

Connection

When I was much younger, these guys seemed larger than
life. Well this particular guy was, but once I finally had the
chance to meet him, he was just one of the guys, but one
that you wanted to hang out with.

continued on page 4
A night I won't ever forget, Trickle and the gang during the 2012
Elko Speedway Hall of Fame induction
(Martin DeFries photo)
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Publishers note from page 3
was lucky enough to play a small part in getting Dick, and
his old buddies from the SuperAmerica Racing Knights
inducted into the Elko Speedway Hall of Fame. That was a
pretty cool deal, and I’m greatful Martin DeFries was on
hand to capture these moments.
Dick always seemed to have a story to tell, and I’ve also
heard many stories from others that are now are time
treasured moments. One of my favorite stories from recent
years is one from the late John McKarns, when we were at
Hawkeye Downs during the first year of the ARCA
Midwest Tour. I had never met John before this night, and
he began to tell a story about Trickle during the first
ARTGO race at Wausau. John started the story by saying
Dick put his around him and said “John, you’re going to
hear something tonight you haven’t heard before.” Dick

Dan Plan photo

One of my early Dick Trickle memories from
1977 at Oktoberfest.

said something to the effect that you’ll hear a lot of
cheers, and this was something John would be familiar
with. All of the cheers were coming from the wife’s in
the stands. The part John, hadn’t heard before were all
of the boos. Dick said the boos were from their
husbands.

Dan Plan photo
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Most certainly the first memory of
Mr. Trickle for my kid

I also heard Trickle get booed once in person as well.
When Dick came to Minnesota, he was always a
crowd favorite. During my younger years, my parents
would take us down to LaCrosse several times a year
for the weekly shows. On one particular day, I can still
picture the motor blowing up coming down the front
straight, and the white 99 backing into the turn one
wall. Everyone around me started cheering. I remember
looking up at my dad with a puzzled look on my face.
My dad had a simple answer; He wins too much here.
That just blew me away. I couldn’t imagine that people
thought somebody could win too much.
The Trickle stories often include items relating to his
dominating performance on the track, or late night
activities. I saw plenty of the dominating performances, but
was too young to experience any of the late night antics
that are so legendary. One of my favorite stories involves
the other side of Dick Trickle; the kind, caring side. During
one of Dick’s appearances in Minnesota, I had my son with
for a pre-race event at Auto Truck Service. I think the kid
was only about three, or maybe four-years old at the time.
This day made me realize another reason why Dick was
such a legend. Not only did he have the ability to keep the
adults entertained at night, but he also knew how to make a
little kid feel pretty darn special, and go home with a smile
on his face.
A big part of our sport is now gone, and all we have left
now are the memories. Rest In Peace Mr. Trickle.

Dick Trickle autograph from the Disco era

Follow us on Facebook and YouTube
www.facbook.com/themidwestracingconnection
www.youtube.com/theracingconnection
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Dick Trickle Memories: Colorful and Endless
Every race fan seems to have a Dick Trickle memory or
story. Or two or three. Some come from personal
interactions with the racing legend; others were passed on
second- or third-hand, improving with age.
I remember my first conversation with Dick Trickle, a simple
interview as both of us sat on the pit wall at the Minnesota
State Fair. I don’t remember the exact context of the
interview but rather how accessible Trickle was. Certainly a
Midwest racing legend by that time and well no his way to
becoming a fixture of ESPN, there was no sense of hubris or
entitlement.

I remember sitting in the basement at
my ex-in-laws (does that now make
them outlaws?) on the Saturday of
Easter weekend watching the Busch
race from Hickory, North Carolina. My
screaming during the final few laps and Trickle’s eventual
first Busch win led those upstairs to speculate I was angry
at something. Far, far from it. What a moment! And I still
remember his daughter sobbing tears of joy during his
interview in Victory Lane.

Neil Larson, who promoted the race at the Minnesota State
Fair, recounted the story of one night he and Trickle and
perhaps a few others were enjoying each other’s company
and conversation (and, I suspect, a few beverages, too).
When it came time to head home, Trickle intended to go to
LaCrosse to race the next day or maybe later the same day
depending on the actual hour – but due to fog (right!), he
took a wrong turn and decided just to head back to his
home in Wisconsin Rapids. The following day he rolled
into LaCrosse too late for practice but put it on the pole
nonetheless. “Now that’s a driver,” Larson recalled.
I remember taking my now ex-wife to her first race at the
Minnesota State Fair in 1992. Trickle nation was out in
force, and he didn’t disappoint. He won the race after a rain
delay. Even Mother Nature couldn’t slow down Dick
Trickle. I remember interviewing Dick during a Cup
weekend at Sears Point in Sonoma. In blunt Trickle
fashion, he made it abundantly clear he was not being paid
to race based on his road course performances.
Chris Tahti, who was involved with the race at the Fair for
years, told me the story about the year Dale Earnhardt

Trickle in the House of LaFavre car in 2005
(Dan Plan photo)

raced at the Fair. It was Chris’s job on
Labor Day to pick up Dale, Trickle
and Rusty Wallace, who’d just flown
in from Darlington. Hungry, the four
decided to stop at Perkins, where
Tahti recalls a loud, colorful
conversation (probably the result of
damaged hearing from years of
racing). And while Earnhardt and
Wallace were more famous nationally,
it was Trickle, according to Tahti, who
ruled the day, charming the waitresses
and entertaining other diners.

Dan Plan tells the story that was told to him about Trickle
at Daytona one year, and I’ll do my best to recount it
accurately here . Looking to land a ride, Trickle wanted to
appear professional and businesslike, so he carried a
briefcase with him. The case wasn’t filled with contracts or
other business documents. Nope, just a couple cartons of
cigarettes.
I remember talking with Dick at the former House of
LaFavre on a Thursday night prior to Saturday night of
racing at Elko in 2005. One might not expect Trickle to be
particularly poetic or philosophic. But that night, perhaps
after a cold beverage or two, he reflected on his legacy,
explaining that being a Dick Trickle fan is something
that’s passed down through generations, just, as he
explained, if your dad drives a Ford and his dad drove
a Ford, then you drive a Ford. Effortlessly eloquent,
yet so poignant.
You can’t create a character like Dick Trickle. Here was
this slightly diminutive (in size not stature) guy whose
name could easily be confused with a venereal
disease. His ratio of cigarettes smokes to beers
consumed might not ever be known, but both were
fixtures. His short track victories – more than 1,000 by

Martin DeFries photo
most estimates – paled in comparison only to his legions of
fans. Here was a guy who made the journey south to
compete in NASCAR’s top circuits late in life, winning
Rookie of the Year honors at age 48. Fathom that in this age
of NASCAR. As fans, we felt the joys of his two Busch
wins (his second came after holding off Dale Jr. at
Darlington), and we feel the sadness of his recent passing.
But the sign of a great racer, a wonderful character and an
everyday dude is the fact we all have Dick Trickle memories
and stories to share with others, and we’ll do it for years to
come. Thanks, Dick.

Dan Plan photo

By Rob Hahn
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Auto Racing Facts,
Observances and
Opinions

Dale P. Danielski
He said more than once, aren’t you supposed to be dead if
you are a legend? Sadly that is now true for short track
racing legend Dick Trickle as he took his own life here May
16th.
The why here and now of the story may never be
completely known although talk has centered around some
major health issues, but one thing is certain, that the sport
of auto racing has lost one of the best drivers ever to get
behind the wheel of a stock car.
I don’t think there’s much to dispute here on that count,
especially for Trickle in his competing on the short tracks
of America. Having won by some counts over 1,000 Feature
events and countless other preliminary races it was no idle
boast that Trickle was known for years as the winningest
driver in America.
Rather than dwell on the negative of his passing and how it
happened I’d like to accentuate the positive by
highlighting some of the great memories of his racing
career. Having seen much of it first hand I am thankful I
lived and followed the sport during it’s heyday in the 1970s
and ‘80s. Dick Trickle was perhaps the biggest figure

during that time chalking up
wins and records that could
forever remain unsurpassed.
Something that I always
enjoyed was the dramatics
Trickle employed especially
in earlier years of racing.
Highly expectant fans
heading to the track to see
Trickle compete often times
began to worry as time was
slipping away for Dick to get
to the track and qualify. Lo
and behold more often than
not Trickle would show up
with just minutes left in time
trials fly through the pit
Trickle won 67 features, a record more than likely
entrance sometimes with his
never to be broken in this 1970 Mustang in 1972
car running on his hauler,
get unloaded and head right
for the racetrack. Much to
machine that made nearly instant millionaires of its
the chagrin of the guy sitting on fast time up to that point
competitors back then. When Trickle was racing in the
Trickle, the last car on the track would circle whatever oval
1960s, ‘70s, ‘80s and even into the ‘90s, he was making
it was and steal fast time away at the very last second.
Often times he’d do it and set a track record in the process! much more money than he could make in NASCAR at the
time and with a lot less hassle. Furthermore I really believe
I remember one time at the Wisconsin International
Dick liked the outlaw, king of the hill image he had. Better
Raceway of Kaukauna, WI., Trickle had so much
th
to be a big fish in a smaller pond with financial security
momentum heading out of the 4 corner that he smacked
the wall bouncing off it in a shower of sparks and concrete. than a not easily accepted Northerner playing in a southern
The unbelievable thing about it was he set fast time on that mans sandbox. As it turned out even at the late age of 48
winning the NASCAR Cup Rookie of the Year award, I
lap with, you guessed it a new track record! Trickle liked to
think Trickle did OK the time he raced in the south.
downplay the fact he was creating high drama attributing it
to just another day at the racetrack. He also believed it was
Great memories, that’s what we have of the racing done by
better to prepare the car fully back at the shop in a
Dick Trickle against his many tough competitors back in
controlled environment rather than try to flog on it in a
the day. It’s a shame he’s gone now as heroes of the sport
dirty, uneven pit area. Consequently even though he was
aren’t supposed to die this way. Even Dick thought his last
late in most people’s eyes he was right on schedule in his
day on earth would be at some race track somewhere the
own. And of course who could forget the roar from the
victim of a tragic accident. It didn’t happen that way and I
crowd as he pulled off another one of his masterful, record
guess the consolation here is he did live a full life.
breaking fetes. I remember it well and it happened often.
Regardless, he will be greatly missed.
Of course we could go on and on about such fetes but I’d
With so many other memories which would take up a
like to clear the air on why Dick didn’t venture south to
seasons worth of issues of MRC what we’ll do here is try
compete in the big leagues earlier in his career like many
and focus on a “Trickle happening” or event or two in our
thought he should. If you were getting paid deal money at
columns through the rest of the year. It’s the least we can
most of the venues you competed at and more often than
do to remember America’s winningest driver.
not were winning the races which in many cases paid very
well would you leave for something that paid less and was
Here and there…From all perspectives it was a successful
much less supportive of your racing ways? You have to
evening at State Park Speedway, Wausau, WI May 18th as a
remember that NASCAR was not the corporate marketing
great fan following, and a full pit
area made for a nice evening of
racing. The ARCA Midwest Tour
was the featured attraction on the
night and it was Danny
Fredrickson taking the 125 lap
main event win. Danny won the
Tour event here last year but in
talking to him earlier in the
evening you wouldn’t have
thought it was going to be a good
night. ‘’I’m running around here
at half throttle, I guess at least
we’re saving gas.” Which is kind
of how the ¼ mile paved State
Park track is, when it feels like
you’re going slow, you’re
shows in 1985. In 1971 Dick Trickle won 56 feature events driving

Dale's Pictures from the past

Trickle attracted beer sponsors, as this photo
this Ford Torino. Going way back, a 1958 Ford campaigned by Dick Trickle.

continued on page 8
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Trickle Reflections from Dean Strom
Shortly after hearing of Dick Trickle’s passing, I hit the
internet. I had my own memories and thoughts, but I
wondered what others were saying about Dick, his life
and his death. Comments from two of the sport’s
biggest stars follow:
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Going in
Circles

“Dick Trickle was my mentor,” said Rusty Wallace, a
NASCAR Hall of Famer who edged Trickle for the 1983
ASA title and six years later won the NASCAR
championship.
“When I was short-track racing, I would call him every
Monday morning and he would always help me with
race setups and stuff. He was the guy that taught me
almost everything in the American Speed Association.”
“Could just do magic with the race car, and he taught
me so much about racing.”
Fellow Midwestern short-track ace turned NASCAR
star, Mark Martin, said, “He raced us real hard on the
race track, but off the race track, he was very free with
parts or advice. He gave freely.”
Trickle, a short-track legend, giving advice to Wallace,
a brash up and comer? And advice to Martin, the hot
shoe, who barnstormed the Midwest as an 18-year-old?
I had heard stories like this before, but where? Then it
hit me. Just recently, prior to the Joe Shear Classic for
the ARCA Midwest Tour I had heard the same “giving”
stories about Shear. I also heard generous “giving”
tales of championship crew chief Howie Lettow, last
year, in the weeks leading up to his memorial race at the
Milwaukee Mile.
It hit me! The great ones are always giving back.
Whether they are great welders or great accountants;
great racers or great neighbors, they are always giving
back. And that is exactly what Dick Trickle had done all
those years. As a great racer he gave us last lap
passes, an autograph, handshake or a smile. As a semiretired racer who would make occasional guest
appearances at Elko, Slinger or Kaukauna he was giving
back to the fans, officials, competitors and promoters.
Let’s face it; if you’re reading this, you’ve probably got
a Dick Trickle story or memory. In fact my guess is he
touched nearly every Midwestern short-track fan at
some point in his remarkable journey. And we are all
better for it.
One quick Trickle story to drive the point to the finish
line. It was 2001, at Road America in Elkhart Lake,
Wisconsin and the NASCAR Midwest Tour drivers
were in their drivers meeting. Dick was brought in to
race the event. The drivers were not paying full
attention to the race director as he laid out the ground
rules for the event. Out of nowhere, Dick steps up and
says, ‘I have something to say.’ His competitors
immediately perked up, moved towards Trickle and had
his full attention. ‘For two days of practice we’ve been
running down this long straight into turn one, single
file. That’s going to change when we drop the green.
We’ve got to work together gentleman and get through
that turn clean, otherwise there’s going to be some torn
up race cars.’ Message delivered. The drivers ran
through turn one that whole race without major
incident.

hate to see how some of these drivers may have appeared
afterward!
The lady racers were on hand, the Winged Women On
Wheels as they are called, with Jocelyn Davenport taking
the win in the Hornet cars with wings attached. Multipurpose driver Jason Dull took the regular Hornet feature
win, with Bernard Robinson taking the early lead, appearing
to have the event in hand, only to drop back with
overheating issues. This was Robinson’s very first race in
these cars, as his only other experience was a couple of
Roadrunner class races a few years ago.
It was nice to see some new Late Models out for the first
time this year in a weekly event. I’m thinking many more
are out there and will be appearing soon.

Charlie Spry
Another poor weather weekend greeted us in mid-May, as
with rain showers, some sun, and lots of wind and cold, the
hardy fans were present on Saturday night, May 11th at the
Rockford Speedway.
Those that braved the elements were warmed up with one
of the best late model feature events you could wish for.
Mike Beyer had a rough night to start with, but found
himself in the early lead of the race. Holding the lead, first
Jake Gille tried his best to get around Beyer, pulling ahead
on occasion, but never quite able to complete the pass.
Then, point leader Alex Papini gave it a whirl, only to also
have to stick back in behind Beyer. Steve Rubeck was in
position for awhile, also unable to get the lead. Finally, late
in the race Papini made his presence known once again,
this time making the pass for the lead stick, taking the win
once again. Rubeck took second, followed by Jake Gille
and Beyer, who faded at the end. It was one of those races
that kept you on your toes the whole time. Great job by all!
I had a chance to talk to late model veteran Jerry Gille, who
was featured in this publication recently. Jerry owns a
vintage stock car, and since I really enjoy these old racers, I
had to find out more. His car is a ’65 Dodge Coronet that
had been raced back in the day at the extreme northern
Wisconsin dirt ovals. “It’s a wonder it even survived,”
said Jerry. “They were going to use it as an advertisement
for a business, and were going to lift it up on a platform,
but they didn’t take the engine out of it, so they couldn’t
get it lifted up, so they just left it. You can see marks inside
of it where they tried lifting it.” Back in the day, race cars
were lettered by sign painters, no vinyl, and Jerry found a
sign painter who could still do this with paint. An old
school racer, Jerry noted that some of his current car is still
lettered in paint. He has been around the track for many
years, and got his start in the mid-1980’s. “I raced a
Roadrunner for one year, then they started the sportsman
division here, and my Brother (Tom) and I built the first two
cars for the division. After we built them, they made some
changes to the rules on them, so we kind of were behind
the eight-ball, but we had a lot of fun with those cars.”
Nick Cina Jr. continued his hot streak from last season, as
he set a new track record in qualifying, then won the
feature event in the American Short Trackers. Arlyn Roush
won his second Roadrunner division feature of the season,
while Jason Van Hise proved once again to be the king of
the Roadrunner challenge races, taking the win in the
“Morning Makeup Dash,” which featured each contestant
attempting to apply lipstick at some point during their race.
Surprisingly, few incidents were recorded, although I would

The following Friday I took in the “Spring Spectacular”
show on the dirt at the Lafayette County Speedway. Amods, Sportmods, and sport compacts were on the bill on
this night. The A mod feature was a dandy, as Ryan
Deshaw appeared to be the fastest car of the night, with a
dominating performance in his heat. Starting up front, I
think everyone thought we were in for a snoozefest, but it
was anything but. Brandon Wilson has really stepped it up
a notch or two this year, and actually passed Deshaw, with
Deshaw returning the favor later amidst lapped traffic.
Wilson then spun and collected the implement tire in turns
3-4, causing his exit. Appearing out of nowhere, Matt Crist
then caught and passed Deshaw, with Deshaw drawing
back alongside as the pair entered the final lap. Deshaw
made the final pass for the win amidst a little rubbing.
Visitor Jeff Steenbergen had to really work to win the
Sportmod feature. Winning his heat, he started near the
front in the feature, taking the lead on lap one. Entering
turn 1-2 on the second lap, he spun out, forcing him to
restart in the back. It was great fun watching him quickly
work his way through the pack and make amends, taking
the lead with five laps to go, and ultimately take the victory.
The sport compact field had six cars, with only four left at
feature time. Eventually, only three were left, of which the
two leaders had issues with restarts, resulting in one of
them also dropping out. Two cars were left, with Lance
Butson getting the trophy. If it were me, I would also
award a big trophy to the second place finisher, Christian
Ruf, as he was the only driver who never caused a caution
or have any delays all night!
Pretty much everyone in the world now knows of the
passing of Wisconsin racing legend Dick Trickle.
Everyone has stories, but what I remember most about him
were his uncanny abilities to pull into a track late, unload
the car, then set fast time and win the feature. He also was
an old school racer who raced five, six, seven times a week,
and would not shy away from any race track. He is well
known for his vast feature victories at the bigger tracks
such as Madison, LaCrosse, etc., but he was also adept at
winning at smaller tracks. He would show up at places like
Adams-Friendship, Lake Geneva, Columbus 151, Blue
Island and others and more often than not, blow away the
regulars. I also remember cheering for him in USAC stock
car events at the Milwaukee Mile back in the late 1960’s
and early 1970’s. Although he usually drove Ford
products in those early days, I also remember him doing
quite well with the “McCommons Honda” 1972 Chevelle,
#44, and the Opal Voight 1974 Chevelle, #52. He could take
these under funded rides and run right with the big buck
guys! R.I.P. Dick, you will be greatly missed!
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decent night of racing. Johnny Parsons III took home the
win in the Tradition Sprint Feature which gave us a lot of
action and passing considering the number of cars on
hand. The WoO feature race was pretty exciting with
Dollansky, Madsen and Kaeding the leaders until a red flag
for Brooke Tatnell who tipped over at lap 34, officials
decided to call it a night as a light rain began to fall.

Kris McMartin

Cedar Lake Speedway finally beat the weather and was able
to open for the 9th Annual School Bus Night. Despite cool
temps and a chilly breeze there was a large crowd on hand.
It is so nice to see the track packed with young people
excited to see how their school fared in the school bus race.
It was fun to see the busses run time trials, a couple of
heats and a feature. Osceola High School made the clean
sweep setting quick time and winning all 3 races. If you
have not been out to see this event it is a must add to your
calendar for next year.

No Thanks to
Mother Nature

Last but definitely not least we were able to get out to
Cedar Lake Speedway for a warm and steamy Saturday
night this past Saturday for a regular race night featuring all
five regular race classes. There was a good amount of cars

While Mother Nature has not been very
race friendly as of yet I have been able to
get out to a few races recently. The World
of Outlaws at Elko Speedway, School Bus
night at Cedar Lake Speedway and the
regular race program at Cedar Lake
Speedway this past Saturday night.
The WoO sprint cars made their
appearance at Elko Speedway on May 10,
2013 with a supporting class of the UMSS
Traditional non-wing Sprints. There were
34 WoO Sprints and a series record 15
UMSS Traditional Sprints on hand for a

Vince Peterson photo
on hand and a decent crowd. All five of the
feature races were exciting and widely covered
the talent spectrum. Congrats to all of the
feature winners Brent Larson in the late
models, Darrell Nelson in the modifieds, Mike
Loomis in the pro stocks, Jason Vandekamp in
the MW mods, and Brent Voeltz in the hornet
class.

A packed house at Cedar Lake Speedway (top)
and Elko Speedway (bottom)

With the upcoming holiday weekend and June
fast approaching I am hoping that Mother
Nature will show more cooperation with all of
us race fans. There are some exciting events
coming up in the next couple of weeks that I
am looking forward to. On tap for me the
Davey Tabor Memorial at St. Croix Valley
Raceway Friday May 24 and Cedar Lake
Speedway has FREE admission on Saturday
for their annual pack the track night. The
following weekend prepare yourself for a
fantastic weekend two tracks 30 miles apart
IRA Sprint cars Friday May 31 at St. Croix
Valley Raceway and June 1 at Cedar Lake
Speedway for the Triple Crown. These will be
must see events.

continued from page 6
probably running a good lap! It worked for Danny as after
setting fast time he had the lead within 30 laps and pretty
much cruised to the win…Looks like the future of paved
racing is beginning to appear as some familiar names were
competing in the Bandolero Division at State Park. The
names Kraus, Vandergeest and Gregorich were in the field
with the Kraus sibling getting a Feature win. Rivalries are
starting as we speak…Kirby Kurth was honoring the late
Dick Trickle by racing his purple # 99 Hornet car at State
Park on the night. The plum crazy purple car which was
Trickle’s chosen color for a number of years saw the
checkered flag first on the night much to the appreciation
of the crowd on hand…Interesting to note the ARCA
Midwest Tour number draw to determine qualifying order
at State Park was #98. That meant the #99, Dick Trickle’s
famous number would be first out to qualify on the night.
#99 happened to be Tim Sauter and of course Trickles and
Sauters had many famous battles on the speedway through
the years…Really cool to see James Swan who is racing the
ARCA Midwest Tour this year competing with a paint
scheme honoring the late Pat Schauer. Schauer was
tragically killed in an accident at the Winchester, IN.,
Speedway while racing in an ASA sanctioned event quite
some time ago. Have a look at Swan’s car if you get a
chance, many of Schauer’s race cars adorn the Swan
machine and it really is a great tribute to a young budding
star that left us way too soon…Ty Majeski who is proving
to be a quick study picked up the NASCAR Late Model
Feature win at La Crosse Fairgrounds Speedway here
Saturday night May 18th. Majeski in short order will be
doing more racing in the Eastern part of the State which
means he’ll miss events here and right now that is probably
OK with fellow competitors at LAX…
Looking back on July 7th, 1961 it was Dick Trickle from
Rudolph, WI., winning the Feature at Adams Friendship
Speedway. Jere O’Day, Vic Kopacz, Marlin Walbeck and
Dean Spohn followed Trickle across the line.

From the guys that
knew The Legendary
Dick Trickle
Larry Wehrs
Former Promoter of the Dells and LaCrosse Speedway
Dick didn’t race with us all that often at the Dells on
Saturday nights. He was usually out traveling the bigger
shows on the weekends, but would stop in if we had an
ARTGO show or another special. He was pretty loyal to
us on Wednesday nights at LaCrosse, and showed up to
race every week. Wednesday night was a test session
for him to see how things were going to work for the
weekend.
Neil Larson
Former Minnesota State Fair Promoter
In the 25 years that I ran the racing program at the
Minnesota State Fair, Dick ran 24 of them. The last one,
he had a dispute of some kind with his car owner and
couldn’t make it. We went down the road a long ways
together. I would have to attribute much of the success
of the racing at the State Fair to Dick Trickle and his fan
base.
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MRC Remembers The Winingest Stock Car Driver In America
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Vince Corbin picked up the Midwest Modified win at CLS.
Dan Plan photo

Cedar Lake Speedway Hornet winner Eric Schultz.
Vince Peterson photo

Matt Dickey was one of the Figure 8 winners at Raceway Park.
Martin DeFries photo

Dustin Mann was the Hobby Stock winner opening night at Raceway Park.
Martin DeFries photo

Johnny Parsons III picked up the Traditional Sprint win at Elko Speedway.
Stan Meissner photo

Jocelyn Davenport was the Winged Women on Wheels winner at Rockford.
Jimmy Ambruoso photo
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Steve Carlson picked up two in a row at LaCrosse.
Mary Schill photo

We just had to put a Trickle Mustang in this issue of MRC.
Dan Plan photo

Elko World of Outlaws winner, Tim Kaeding.
Scott Swenson photo

Alex Papini battles the FIB at Rockford. Papini would go on for the win.
Jimmy Ambruoso photo

Tina Davis and Greg Borchardt in action at Raceway Park.
Martin DeFries photo

Jerrod Loging won the Sportsmen feature at LaCrosse.
Mary Schill photo
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Dean & Jason
Talkin' Racin'
Dean Reller
By definition, the word developmental means the act or
process of developing; growth; progress; a significant
consequence or event. In terms of NASCAR, drivers need
to develop, to the learn the ropes, given the chance to
excel, then they can show their true potential on one stage
before moving onto the next bigger stage. This natural
progression begins on the local short tracks then moves to
regional touring series and then to levels such as the
NASCAR Camping World Truck Series and then onto the
NASCAR Nationwide Series, before reaching the pinnacle,
the NASCAR Sprint Cup Series.
The NASCAR K&N Pro Series is divided into East and
West Divisions. The East Division stays mostly in the East
and South East part of the country. However, the West
encompasses everything from California to Minnesota. The
names may not be too familiar to the casual race fan, but
they are ones to take note of as they are the future of

Developing the Future of NASCAR
NASCAR. Last year I got my first taste of the next
generation of talent as I saw drivers such as Dylan
Kwasniewski, Cameron Hayley and Michael Self show their
skills on the 2.5 mile road course at Brainerd International
Raceway. Kwasniewski the 2012 Champion has moved onto
the East Division, which gets a little more exposure than its
western counterpart. This opens the door for another driver
to step up and get noticed. Michael Self won the Brainerd
race last year and as he climbed from his car in victory lane,
it was quite evident who had that driver on the radar as Self
was sporting a Richard Childress Racing drivers suit. 16
year-old Hayley made an off season change as he took
over the Gene Price Motorsports ride that Kwasniewski
vacated. Hayley is now teammates with veteran driver and
former Champion Greg Pursley.
New to the Series this year is 19 year-old Dylan Lupton
who joins Bob Bruncati’s race team as a teammate to Derek
Thorn. Lupton takes over the ride that 2012 Rookie of the
year Austin Dyne had. Also new to the series is Dallas
Montes another 19 year-old who was selected as part of
NASCAR’s Drive for Diversity program in 2011. Montes
will be driving the full season with NTS Motorsports.
The mix of young up and coming drivers combined with the
experienced veterans, makes the NASCAR K&N Pro Series

West a great series to watch. Youth learning from and
competing against years of experience tests the young
drivers as they seek to achieve success not only in the
series standings, but in their career as well.
The 2012 race at Brainerd provided a challenge for the
entire field as no driver had ever raced on, much less seen
the 2.5 mile Competition Road Course at BIR. This year’s
visit will provide some familiarity with the layout and
facility, but the notebook could be thrown out due to some
changes. Late last year, much of the track was repaved and
widened 10 feet. This has created not only a much faster
track, but has increased the number of passing areas as
well. The open and interactive feel at BIR allows fans to get
up close and personal with the cars and drivers, something
that becomes harder to do as the young drivers move up
the NASCAR ranks. Plus, the atmosphere at a road course
is much different as fans are encouraged to move around to
different viewing spots during the race verses sitting in one
place in a grandstand. So, if you are looking see the future
of NASCAR, it would be worth your time to check out the
K&N Pro Series West for the NAPA Know-How 125 at BIR
on Saturday May 25th. You never know, you could be
witness to NASCAR’s newest stars and will be able to say
that you saw them when they were first coming up.

Fredrickson Goes Back To Back At State Park
By Gregg Paul
SpeedwayDan Fredrickson likes State Park Speedway. In
fact, that was the first thing he said as he crawled out of his
car in Victory Lane after picking up his second consecutive
World Wide Packaging 125 win in the ARCA Midwest
Tour presented by SCAG Power Equipment and Lester
Buildings.
Then he quickly changed the conversation towards
honoring the man that was on everyone’s mind, the legend,
Dick Trickle.
“I really like this place,” said Fredrickson. “Obviously we’re
all going to miss the guy. I don’t know what his situation
was but I know it wasn’t simple. You know, it sucks.”
While paying homage to the legend was what everyone
expected, what was also expected was that Fredrickson
would come to dominate the field at the Wausau racetrack.

What wasn’t expected was that a
yellow with just two laps remaining
erased Fredrickson’s huge
lead. Fredrickson had taken the lead
back on lap 34 when he got around
a fellow team i-gogs Sunglasses
Touring Star, Jonathan Eilen.
Fredrickson would easily stretch
his lead to nearly a full
straightaway as the race neared the
break at lap 75.
Fredrickson took everyone by
surprise after the break by electing
to take the restart from the outside
lane. It didn’t seem to matter as
Fredrickson easily got a jump at the
drop of the green flag and steadily
pulled away from the field.

Scott Swenson photo

The only thing that seemed to temporarily derail
Fredrickson’s march towards the checkers was a yellow
flag that made people wonder if it were divine intervention.
Just after lap 99 was completed, team Vita Ice Touring Star,
Skylar Holzhausen and team DOC 360 Touring Star, Nathan
Haseleu made contact in turn three with Haseleu getting
turned into the outside wall. Both drivers were contesting
the fifth spot at the time, but being that it was lap 99 many
thought that just maybe it was Dick Trickle’s way of
looking down on the first race since his passing.

all night and would wind up finishing in the third spot. Jeff
Storm, another member of the team i-gogs Sunglasses
Touring Stars was nearly lapped in the first half but ran a
strong second half to come home in the fourth position.
Nathan Haseleu recovered from his earlier spin to finish in
fifth.

That was just a mere bump in the road, as Fredrickson
would get another huge jump on the restart and pull away
to a lead again. Another yellow with just two laps
remaining proved to be just as futile for the rest of the field,
as Fredrickson survived the late challenge from Tim Sauter
to successfully defend his win at State Park Speedway.

wwww.speedtalkon1360.com
Scott Swenson photo

Defending series champion Jonathan Eilen had a strong run
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Raceway Park Kicks Off 2013 Season
By Kevin Busse
Opening night of the NASCAR Whelen All-American
Series at Raceway Park in Shakopee was textbook
NASCAR Home Track racing, with plenty of side-by-side
action, hard racing, and tough competition in all divisions.
In the HIgh Performance Hobby Stocks, Raceway Park’s
Premier Division for the 2013 season, the day began as a
record setter as Lonsdale driver Brent “The Freight Train”
Kane set a new track record for fast lap qualifying with a
time of 15.077, beating his earlier record time set back on
August 23rd of 2009. It was a top group of drivers that
took to the track for the feature run, with Farmington’s
Dusty Mann starting along side John Heath of
Bloomington at the drop of the green. Mann went to the
point on the first lap, and stayed competitive for the entire
run. Unusually aggressive for an opening night feature,
there was plenty of bumping and exchanging paint
throughout the group of drivers with 22 laps to go. Just 2
laps later the caution waved as Mike Gilomen of Nerstrand
got tangled in a group of cars entering turn 3, resulting in
front end damage and a blown tire. It was Mann joined by
another Farmington racer, Dillon Sellner, at lane choice, and
with the restart the two drivers stayed side by side, each
taking turns at the lead as the laps ticked down. Behind the
top two, a big pack of 5 was also running double-wide and
closing in fast on the two leaders, until 11 laps to go when
Prior Lake’s Greg Borchardt spun while attempting to go 3
wide by getting inside Mann to try and take the lead when
the group exited turn two. The caution regrouped the field
again, this time with Jeremy Wolff of Chaska joining Mann
at the line for the restart. At the green flag the two
immediately started a hard battle for the lead which lasted
until Sellner tried to join the lead chase once again, making
contact with Wolff in turn four with 6 laps to go which sent
the Chaska driver into the front straight wall with another

caution. This time it was Conrad Jorgenson of Lakeville
next to Mann for the restart, and the two went back and
forth for the top spot until Dusty finally broke through in
the final 3 laps. At the checkers it was Dusty Mann with
the win, Jim Gustafson of Prior Lake taking second, and
Jorgenson settling for a third place finish. The intensity of
the feature run continued immediately afterwards in the pit
area, when two of the race teams got together to “discuss”
professional racing etiquette, which was immediately
resolved by the Raceway Officials.
In other racing, the close action continued with the
American Short Trackers as their feature run wrapped up
with an exciting 2-wide battle for the win when Plymouth’s
Dave Reed narrowly crossed the stripe just inches ahead of
Justin Schelitzche of Lester Prairie, and Keith Paulsrud of
Rogers finished right behind in third.
A huge field of competitors took to the track for the MiniStock feature. At the green flag the entire front straight
was double wide with cars as the group charged into turn
one. Several drivers took their turn at the lead during the
run, which became more challenging as the leaders started
to overtake the back of the pack before the midpoint of the
race, when Bloomington’s Jack Purcell was able to
manuever through to take the lead. That extra traffic led to
a scary moment in the closing laps when Chad Reller of
Burnsville collided with Carver driver Michael Wachs Jr. on
the front straight with 4 laps to go. The hard hit sent both
cars spinning onto the infield, with Wachs slamming into a
safety barrier with the drivers side. The red flag
immediately stopped the race, as Wachs was quickly
checked out, climbed from his car and walked to the pits
under his own power. Reller was able to drive away from
the incident as both drivers were uninjured in the crash.
The field was regrouped for the restart, and as they got

back underway everyone stayed close packed in the
shootout finish with Purcell able to to hang onto his lead
for the win. Brian Adams from Norwood Young America
celebrated his return to Raceway Park with a second place
finish, and Montgomery driver Tom Sibila a close third.
The excitement continued in the Bomber feature as
Shakopee’s Mike Stoer worked the group of racers to take
the lead early, and extend the gap between first and second
to take the win. Eric Prindle of Ramsey came in second and
looked like he’s set for another great season at Raceway
Park, as Jordan’s Justin Kotchevar crossed at the checkers
for a third place finish.
The Wild’n’Crazy Figure-8s kept the momentum going in
their twin features. By the mid-point of race number one,
the group of daredevils was already mixing it up in the
crossroads of doom, making for close calls that had the
race fans and families on the edge of their seats, which is
common watching this popular style of racing. Shakopee’s
Matt Dickey took the win for the hometown, with another
Shakopee racer, John Lebens crossing second, and multiseason Figure-8 Champion Ricky Martin of Farmington
taking third. In feature number two, Lakeville’s Rick Martin
set up an easy win with a big lead, but the race fans were
busy watching the battle for third place as Burnsville’s
Todd Wilson ran the majority of the feature exchanging
paint and position with Mike Dickey of Bloomington. The
two went back and forth in their battle, narrowly missing
cars crossing in the “X” ahead of them each and every lap,
as neither driver wanted to slow down to give up their
position. With Martin taking the win, and second going to
Minnetonka’s Louie Ansolabehere, it came down to Mike
Dickey crossing the line just 1-foot ahead of Wilson in a
hard fought run for third.

Walen Tops Elko Opener
Martin DeFries photos
Chad Walen kicked off the 2013 season at Elko Speedway by picking up the Super Late
Model main event win. Walen's win was in front of 2012 NASCAR Whelen All American
Minnesota State Champion, Adam Royle and 2012 Elko track champion, Donny Reuvers.
Early race leader, Billy Mohn, appeared to have the race in hand, until an ignition failure under
caution took him out of the race. The race also saw Paul Paine nearly take down the fence on
the front straight, with just a few laps left in the race. Heat race wins went to Royle and
Reuvers, with Reuvers also setting fast time.
In other action, Nick Beaver topped the Big 8 Late Model field, with Michael Beamish and Jon
Lemke picking up heat race wins. Brent “The Freight Train” Kane had a clean sweep in the
Thunder Cars, with Dustin Mann picking up the other Thunder Car heat race. Jon Lebens
swept the Power Stocks winning the heat race and the main event. Dirk Henry was awarded
the win in the Legends division, following post-race technical inspection. Legends heat race
wins went to Michael Ostdiek and Derek Lemke. Note: Full race report unavailable at the
time of publication.
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Racin’ The Way It Oughta Be! Wild Action Rules at Rockford!
By Eric Huenefeld
Under the “Saturday Night Lights,” the stars of Rockford
Speedway shined brightest, putting on one of the most
thrilling racing programs in recent memory at the famed
quarter mile. Last lap passes and door-to-door action were
common place on this evening, with every feature race
providing its own set of thrills.
The Stanley Steemer NASCAR Late Models again stole the
show on Saturday evening, with an epic battle between the
division’s top two drivers. Three-time track champion Jerry
Gille and current point leader Alex Papini waged war on an
epic scale in the 30 lap headliner. Papini, who benefited
from a favorable dice roll, assumed the outside front row for
the main event. As the race went green, Papini slid past
Austin Nason for the early lead. However, Papini wasn’t
allowed to stray too far from the pack, as Nason would spin
only a couple laps later to bring out the races only caution
flag.
The stoppage would allow Jake Gille and his uncle Jerry
Gille to climb to Papini’s bumper. On the restart, the two
Gilles would wrestle for second, with Uncle Jerry eventually
clawing past
nephew Jake.
After making
the move to
second, Jerry
Gille would set
his sights on
Papini. The
following 15
laps would
provide
unbelievable
Jimmy Ambruoso photo
racing between

Gille and Papini, with the two drivers trading the lead from
corner to corner and lap to lap. Paint was traded and sparks
flew, and the large crowd enjoyed every second. Finally, on
lap 21 Papini would shake Gille just enough to settle in to
the top spot. Gille would take a couple of more shots at
Papini, but as the two toyed with each other, Steve Rubeck
made his patented late race charge, and made himself a
contender for the win. Rubeck would never climb higher
than third, and Gille would not be able to edge ahead of
Papini. The win was Papini’s fourth Saturday night win and
fifth overall. Jake Gille ended the race fourth, with Jon
Reynolds Jr. in fifth.
The Bargain Hunter Sportsman feature would include bent
fenders and bruised egos. Second year driver Pat
Featherston would lead the field to green and assume the
early lead. But quickly closing behind him was defending
track champion Doug Bennett. Bennett, coming off a
frustrating outing two weeks ago, looked hungry to finally
get back to victory lane. Bennett would quickly make his
move to the lead on lap six and put some space between
him and the rest of the field. But as the race hit halfway, a
wild skirmish would include nearly half of the field and
bring out the yellow flag. Included in the mess was six-time
track champion Scott Lawver, Daryl Gerke and Howie Ware.
Ware’s car received heavy left rear damage and was not
able to continue. Lawver and Gerke would eventually return
with tattered cars, but both would end the race on a
positive note. On the restart, Bennet was under siege from
Matt Lundberg. Lundberg, fresh off a win two weeks ago,
would repeatedly look below Bennett for the race lead.
With seven laps to go, Bennett would begin to lose the
handle of his car, and began to slide through the corners.
With five to go, Bennett would snap around in turn two,
with Lundberg close by, and the yellow would fly again.
This would bring the field to Lundberg, and the ensuing
restart was nearly disaster. Multi-time track champion
Darrell Garman would take a shot at Lundberg’s lead on the

restart and as the field went to the second corner, Garman
would take Lundberg around. Garman would be sent to the
tail, while Lundberg would be allowed to retake his spot at
the front of the field. Lundberg was never seriously
challenged over the final five laps, and took his second
straight win in the division. Featherston would finish a
career best second place. Lawver, with no hood or front
fenders, came back to take third, ahead of fourth place
finisher Gerke. John Dietrich also earned a career best finish
in fifth spot.
Nick Cina Jr. is proving he is the man to beat in the Miller
Lite American Short Trackers this season. Cina, worked
primarily from the bottom of the track to move from his
seventh place starting spot to the lead and eventually to
the win in the 25 lap feature. Cina would make the winning
pass on Rachel Sparkman with seven laps to go, but would
almost see the move be negated a couple laps later in
lapped traffic. Despite all the late race hurdles, Cina would
hang on, with Sparkman holding second. Jason Bragg took
home third.
Jason Van Hise had a very good night in the Rockstar
Energy Drink Roadrunner division. Earlier in the event, Van
Hise, the “King of the Roadrunner Challenge Race”, won
his second straight novelty event. Then later on, Van Hise
would dominate the field in the divisions 20 lap feature
event. Following Van Hise to the line was Adam Cartwright
and Shawn Rickelman. Terrance Robinson, the Roadrunner
point’s leader, advanced from his 20th starting spot all the
way to fourth in the final order.
The American Super Cup Cars made a visit to the Rockford
Speedway as well Saturday night, with Erle Hoth
dominating the night. Hoth took quick time honors, won his
heat, and took the 25 lap feature as well. Ken Jones finished
second, with David Cerer taking third.

Majeski captures his first Late Model feature at La Crosse
By Ashley Iwanski
It only took four weeks for Ty Majeski to prove he belongs.
The 18-year-old Kwik Trip NASCAR Late Model driver had
the quick time for the night in qualifying, and then captured
his first feature win in his debut season at La Crosse
Fairgrounds Speedway.
Majeski started sixth and quickly jumped into the top 5, the
rest wasn’t as simple. At the halfway point he was in a
three-car battle for second with Todd Korish and Adam
Degenhardt. Majeski and Korish paired up to get around
Degenhardt on the inside in turn 2. With 11 laps to go
Majeski was on the back bumper of race leader Brent
Kirchner. The duo was nose-to-tail until Majeski went to
the low side to get around Kirchner. He almost had him, but
fell back. Then he tried the high side. Majeski flew around
Kirchner on the outside in turns 3 and 4 with nine laps to
go and never looked back. Kirchner was shuffled back into
the field after Korish, who finished second, got around him
one lap later. Kirchner was able to hold off hard-charging J.
Herbst and Steve Carlson to hold on to third. Herbst and
Carlson finished fourth and fifth, respectively. Majeski
started his night the right way by clocking a 19.787 second
lap in qualifying.
Greg Scheck held on through a late caution to capture the
checkered flag in the Exhaust Plus Sportsmen feature.

Scheck had grabbed the lead from Mark Inglett at the
halfway point, but with seven laps to go Josh Haessly
spun on the front stretch, bringing out the third caution of
the race. Jake Arneson was quickly advancing on the
leader when the race was back under green. He never got to
the front but ended the night with a second place finish.
Bill Martin finished third, Brian Hesselberg fourth and
Justin Mullikin fifth.

demolition derby as cars veered back and fourth around
two tires set up along the front stretch of the quarter-mile
track, between the inside and outside retaining walls. It was
a 12 car field, but only nine finished. The others were either
sitting on the track with missing tires or were beaten to the
point that they no longer ran.

David Cavin worked
his way through threewide racing to grab the
feature win in the
United Auto Supply
Thunderstox. Radlee
Pfaff fought off Harley
Jankowski for the
second spot.
Thunderstox driver
Brad Warthan weaved
his way to a first-place
finish in the first
Figure 8 novelty race.
What started relatively
calm quickly turned
into something that
look more like a

Bruce Nuttleman photo
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Finally All Five Divisions Race
At Cedar Lake Speedway
By Greg Parent
Following a successful opening night the previous week
for the school bus races, Cedar Lake Speedway was finally
able to get the season underway for their first full five
division weekly racing program. The NASCAR Midwest
Mods and Hornets were running for the second time this
season, but the NASCAR Late Models, Modifieds and Pro
Stocks were making their season debut at the popular
western Wisconsin 3/8 mile dirt oval. The day was not
without its weather issues, as over an inch of rain fell at the
speedway during the morning hours on Saturday May 18.
The sun came out in the afternoon, and it was time to go
racing!
Brent Larson, Darrell Nelson and Mike Loomis picked up
feature wins for the 55th season opener in the NASCAR
Late Model, Modified and Pro Stock divisions while Jason
Vandekamp and Brent Voeltz topped the second night of
the season in the NASCAR Midwest Mods and Hornets
respectively. Each of the feature winners took home a very
nice looking trophy from the Kim Parsons Memorial Trophy
Tour, presented by her father Steve Parsons, in order to
help promote the awareness of organ and tissue donations.
As usual, the first feature event to come trackside for the
evening was the NASCAR Hornets. Brent Voeltz grabbed
the early lead from his pole starting spot and never looked
back, as he led all 12 laps to record his first win of the
young season. Barret Hammond finished second ahead of
Buddy Hanestad, Jess Seim and Jerry Hanson in the
nonstop main event. In fact, the hornets ran both of their
heats, won by Hanson and Hammond, and their feature
caution-free.
In what turned out to be a caution-plagued feature race,
Jason Vandekamp took the lead on lap 3 of the NASCAR
Midwest Modified feature and held off Jason Schill over
the next 17 laps to pick up the victory. Schill, who was the
apparent winner on opening night but had his win taken
away during an altercation in the tech area, turned in a

strong run from his sixth
starting spot. Last week’s
official winner, Vince
Corbin, advanced five
spots to ride home in third.
The biggest gainer though
in the top five was 14th
starter Ryan Olson. Flyin’
Ryan passed ten cars to
finish fourth. Pole sitter and
early leader Brandon Hines
completed the top five.
Rounding out the top ten
finishers were Dan
Wheeler, Jordan Hessler
from 16th, Mike Spraguer,
Mitch Weiss from 22nd,
and Canadian visitor Don
Craig from 23rd. Attrition
was high, as only 13 of the
original 24 starters finished.
Jason Haugerud, Schill and
Wheeler topped the heats
while Jacob Toepper won
the B Main. A total of 29
NASCAR Midwest Mods
were on hand.
Another eventful feature
saw the NASCAR Pro
Stocks slowed five times
under caution. Mike Loomis
got the job done from his
8th starting spot, as he
charged past seven cars in

continued on page 17

2013 IMCA Old Timers Schedule
VFW Ride for Healing Vintage Race Car Event
North Central Speedway, Brainerd ,MN
May 31st-June 1st
Howie Lettow150 - Milwaukee Mile
July8th-9th
Air Expo, Flying Cloud Airport. Eden Prairie, MN
Static Display
July 13th-14th
Cedar Lake Speedway, Somerset, WI
All classes Running and Display
July 20th

www.BestNaturalEnergyShot.com

Check out www.IMCAOldtimers.com for full schedule
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continued from page 16
the opening laps to take over the
top spot from Ben Hanke on lap
5 following a restart. Loomis held
off multi-time track champion
Cory Davis for his fifth career
CLS win in the division over the
course of the final 11 lap green to
checkers dash. Cody Campeau,
Mike Hesselink and Hanke
completed the top five. Loomis
and Campeau claimed heat race
wins. Three cars were eliminated
in a crash during the second heat
and were not able to start the
feature.
Although the car count was not
large, the NASCAR Modified
division had an extremely talentladen field of cars on hand.
Darrell Nelson dominated the 20
lap feature, leading the entire
distance from his outside front
row starting spot. After a caution
on the opening lap for Jason
Gross, the race ran the full
distance nonstop. Nelson won
by a wide margin over the Jensen
brothers, Joey and Brandon.
Brandon had gotten around his
brother for second early in the
race, but Joey was able to regain
second with two laps to go.
Clayton Wagamon got around
Andy Jones with one lap to go
to finish fourth. Jones rode home
in fifth, as 2013 marks his return
to full-time modified racing.
The final rumble and roar for the
evening came from the powerful
NASCAR Late Models. Tim
Isenberg and Rick Hanestad
brought the 14 car starting field
to the green with Isenberg
bolting into the lead. Fourth
starter Brent Larson, driving his
dad’s D1 car, made a banzai
charge on the low side in turn 1
on the second lap and exited turn
2 with the lead, a lead he would
not relinquish for the remainder
of the 25 lap feature. One lone
caution slowed the pace with
four laps in, but Larson took
control after that and was never
seriously challenged for the top
spot to record his 23rd career
CLS late model feature victory.
Isenberg rode home a
comfortable second. A good
three car race over the final 15-20
laps saw Chad Mahder edge past
Darrell Nelson by a matter of
inches for third place at the
finish line. John Kaanta
completed the top five. Nelson
and Kaanta won the heats.
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The Inside Dirt
Stan Meissner
If you’re wondering what became of my “Inside Dirt”
column I have been busy giving out photo tips to novice
photographers. I didn’t notice if this one prowling the
infield at the Elko World of Outlaws race had a yellow
rookie flag attached to his roll cage but he looked busy.

The World of Outlaws Sprint Cars are led to the line by
hometown hero “The Crowd Pleaser” Craig Dollansky at
the Elko Speedway. Craig led the Feature early and was
passed by Kerry Madsen who came home second and
winner Tim Kaeding.

The Elko Speedway has the advantage of not having to
deal with problems caused by lingering frost. The track
was fast and still had plenty of grip during the Feature as
illustrated by this wheels up shot of Kraig Kinser.
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The Midwest Racing Connection Directory Page

20152 Kenrick Ave. West
Lakeville, MN 55044
Phone (952) 469 - 3182 * Fax (952) 469 - 7724

www.aRaceWorthWinning.org

Street Stock/Sportsmen Parts
LaCrosse, WI

www.dcaracefab.com

Downtown Shakopee
952-445-9668

952-461-3300
www.brothersjorgensonracing.com

impact
print
ing
printing
651-489-0803

www.impactprintingink.com

I-90 and Hwy. 162 Bangor, WI 54614-0409
800-562-0907 www.wehrschevrolet.com

Appleton, WI

920-739-1550
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THURSDAY, JUNE 13 — MASTERS DAY 1
NASCAR Modifieds, Pro Stocks, Midwest Modifieds, & Hornets

FRIDAY, JUNE 14 — MASTERS DAY 2
UMP Dirtcar Summer Nationals HELL TOUR
& USMTS Touring Modifieds (Complete Show!)

SATURDAY, JUNE 15 — MASTERS DAY 3
UMP Dirtcar Summer Nationals HELL TOUR
& USMTS Touring Modifieds (Complete Show!)
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Adam Royle, Jonny Hentges & Vince Corbin

